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• Warning: The reality check which follows carries a 

health / wealth warning. None, some or all of the 

issues raised may apply to your Club.

• The 100 TV series follows a group of post-

apocalyptic survivors.

• What the after-life looks like will depend on you.

WYSINNWYG
WHAT YOU SEE IS NOT NECESSARILY WHAT YOU GET



Radiating Energy

100 parents at an event (remember those days!) – how many will be 

fully committed to supporting their child's Club or County as a volunteer?

100 who see a request for help or a call for volunteers – but rarely 

share requests publicly even when they possess the 'tools' or opportunities 

to do so (e.g County Volunteer Coordinator vacancy).

100 Clubs voicing concern over a lack of volunteers - but providing 

limited or no access to mentoring opportunities for Young Volunteers.

100 volunteers each sharing a communication with say 6 people – but

expressing frustration at having to do so again because it contained errors 

or is a working document, a problem now affecting 600+.



The Fan Zone

100 fans expressing disappointment our sports do not receive wider TV 

/ news coverage - but never sharing high-profile athlete or Club successes 

or personally contributing news to sources that do.

100 fans / Clubs expressing their enthusiasm on social media for say 

swimming – but remaining steadfastly silent whenever there are successes 

in other aquatic disciplines.

100 Club websites which should provide communication opportunities 

to promote Club activities, values and achievements and Club Social 

Media accounts offering the ability to foster, influence and engage with 

communities and add value - but often having little or no content, lacking  

any regular updates, sadly just set up and forgotten about.



Avoiding a Meltdown

100 people in a Club / County who have no idea what is happening, 

why and when because communications are non-existent / infrequent 

/ delayed – but not speaking up in case remedies involve more 'work’.

100 people given an opportunity to share their views on a strategy or 

proposal - but don’t do so and are then disappointed if something they 

disagree with is implemented after feedback from others.

100 people who are more knowledgeable about developments in 

social media tools incl. how and on which devices they can be 

accessed – but unfortunately not always Club welfare officers who still 

need to understand the safeguarding implications of for example fleets, 

spaces, DMs, Clubhouse…..

MORE IMPORTANTLY ARE YOU ABLE TO?



Survival (only) of the Fittest
100 people saying they want their sport and Club to be inclusive –

but not addressing the issues, despite knowing their Club may have for 

example a gender or skills imbalance on the Board, limited ethnicities, no 

para-swimmers nor coaches trained to be able to support them. 

100 people voicing their concerns about the impact a lack of 

opportunities to swim has had on their mental health - but then never 

encouraging others to seek the help available or promoting Club courses.

100 Clubs who you would expect to promote anti-doping awareness -

but then not doing so publicly.

100 Clubs expressing concern about teenagers exiting - but still offering 

little in the way of possible alternatives to keep them involved.



Route Maps

£100s of Club monies could be spent on recovery and or  

development. (Rainy day money is for when it pours down!) –

or will your organisation just let reserves sit in a bank account keeping 

the bank manager happy? 

100 people who could have used the last 12 months to plan 

recovery, fix what is broken, help prepare for any what-if scenarios 

which could become reality –

or do they just pass off a year of missed opportunities with the phrase 

"nothing has been really happening“?



Closing Credits

A BIG THANK YOU

To everyone who sent me 

information to share.

FRONT COVER

They may be swimmers. 

RETURNING TO POOLS AND 

COMPETITION

Enjoy!


